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ABSTRACT Due to the increasing use of smart components in smart grids, interoperability among them is
a crucial aspect to address. IEC61850 is a communication standard that has been already used in substations
because of its instant data transfer and the ability to enable data exchange between a variety of smart
energy-related digital technologies. This article studies the application of the communication protocols
defined by the IEC61850 standard in Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) by using a prototype testbed
architecture running on a real-time digital device. The goal of this activity is to recreate a given substation
using built-in IEC61850 protocols instead of conventional co-simulations and to study the performance
and cyber vulnerabilities of this more realistic architecture. This testbed includes the supervisor, the
substation bus, and the process bus communication layer creating a local network exchanging data at distinct
levels. Different fault protection scenarios are discussed using both physical and emulated IEDs, and the
communication protocols implemented in each scenario are explained showing that additional delays are
introduced. In the first two scenarios, the operation of the testbed using physical versus emulated IEDs
is analyzed and compared, ensuring the robustness of this methodology in situations where the use of a
physical IED would be unfeasible. In these scenarios, the functionality and robustness of the protection
mechanisms and communication protocols are confirmed. In the third scenario vulnerability of smart grids
that use IEC61850 as their primary communication protocol to data injection attacks is studied. Sniffing the
local network, packets are captured and monitored. Spoofed data with the same structure are injected into
the network to conduct false data injection attacks on the supervisory unit. Vulnerability to cyber attacks of
the IEC61850 protocol in specific situations is shown.

20 INDEX TERMS Cybersecurity, digital twins, GOOSE, hardware-in-the-loop, IEC61850, smartgrids.

I. INTRODUCTION21

The inclusion of a wide range of different components such22

as controllers, sensors, and actuators, has made the man-23

agement of modern smart grids more complex. The coordi-24

nation of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) combined25

with storage systems is another necessity in the future of26

power generation [1]. To achieve optimal performance of all27
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grid components, they are interconnected through a commu- 28

nication network, allowing control in a distributed system 29

and a decentralized manner [2]. Using Intelligent Electric 30

Devices (IEDs) to perform protection and control opera- 31

tions is one of the key points in achieving smart control 32

of these components. Since IEDs adopt IEC61850 as stan- 33

dard communication protocol, they guarantee interoperability 34

between substation devices from different vendors [3], [4]. 35

On the other hand, the disadvantage of substations based on 36

IEC61850 as their primary communication protocol is that 37
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FIGURE 1. Physical topology of the created testbed (scenario 2 and 3).

cyber-security issues are indisputable. IEC61850’s intercon-38

nectivity through a local networkmakes the substation system39

a suitable target for coordinated cyber-attacks only if the40

attacker has physical access to one of the local nodes [5].41

To analyze different scenarios, full tests are conducted42

before implementation. Performing these tests directly on43

the power network is often problematic due to the need44

for real-time monitoring and control systems for appropri-45

ate decision making; improving the cyber-physical power46

systems [6], consisting of different communication lay-47

ers, new challenges are introduced and must be addressed.48

To study these challenges, the availability of test benches,49

such as digital twins [7] of the grid, can be useful to fore-50

cast the behavior of the grid and validate algorithms and51

devices [8], [9].52

In this work, the Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) [10], [11]53

methodology is adopted to simulate the microgrid in a54

real-time device [12] providing a flexible base architec-55

ture for further studies and testing different scenarios.56

The inclusion of the communication level [5], [13] and57

the implementation of all three protocols of IEC6185058

allowed the investigation of time delays, accuracy and59

cyber vulnerabilities of GOOSE, SV messages, and MMS60

protocols.61

The motivation behind this work was to create exist-62

ing communication architecture of a given substation using63

Typhoon hil software with the built-in IEC61850 protocols64

instead of using co-simulators, which is the commonmethod-65

ology in most of the related literature. The implemented66

testbed topology (the last two scenarios using emulated IED)67

is shown in Fig.1.68

Many aspects of microgrids are covered as contributions69

of this project, with three different scenarios conducted in the70

designed real-time testbed.The main original contributions of71

the work presented in this article are as follows:72

• Emulation of IEDs in real-time hardware along with73

protection logic and its integration into the simulated74

smart grid network.75

• Integration of the layers of the IEC61850 GOOSE, 76

SV messages, and MMS communication protocol in the 77

real-time electrical grid simulation. 78

• Test of the emulated IED’s protection logic for short 79

circuit current protection, overload protection, network 80

unbalance tests, and analysis of the performance of our 81

grid in these fault scenarios. 82

• Further use of the testbed to study the vulnerabilities 83

of the IEC61850 communication protocol to false data 84

injection in case of man-in-the-middle cyber security 85

threats. 86

In the following, a brief review of the related literature is 87

given in section II. Then the main body of work is presented 88

in section III where implementation and investigation of each 89

one of the three scenarios is shown. In the first scenario, 90

described in III-A, communication latency is investigated 91

using physical IEDs. Since testing coordination strategies in 92

sophisticated networks requires multiple IEDs, in the second 93

scenario, given in III-B, an emulated IED, running real-time 94

on a HIL device, is designed so that the physical constraints 95

associatedwith the characteristics of expensive physical IEDs 96

are considered. In the third scenario, presented in III-C,DERs 97

are considered in themodel using the samemicrogrid with the 98

inclusion of an Electric Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS) and 99

a PV plant that substitutes one of the generators. A man-in- 100

the-middle attack is performed on the network, causing the 101

isolation of the EVCS. Finally, in Section IV, the main results 102

of this project are discussed and some interesting topics to 103

consider in future studies are suggested. 104

II. RELATED WORKS 105

Recent work addresses the behavior of the power grid in an 106

environment where cyber attacks occur, which is one of the 107

objectives of this study. In the next section, some of them are 108

briefly presented. 109

Some previous studies addressed the construction of an 110

experimental framework to approximate the IEC61850 stan- 111

dard [14], [15], [16], considering physical constraints while 112

maintaining scalability, to ease the way for more complex 113

power grid implementations. The authors in [15], investigated 114

complex protection coordination using the Arcteq-F215 IED. 115

Their work redefines the relationship between primary and 116

backup protection for microgrid protection. They employed 117

Directional Over-Current (DOCR) [17] IEDs to achieve pro- 118

tection coordination without using the inverse time charac- 119

teristics. The status of the direction of the fault currents is 120

communicated between the IEDs via fast GOOSE messages. 121

Several IEDs were used to build the presented microgrid, 122

and further study is limited only to them. The platform they 123

created is an offline simulation, which is not the best approach 124

for studying communication systems. 125

In [18] and [19], the authors analyzed cybersecurity vul- 126

nerabilities associated with the communication protocol. The 127

authors built real-time simulated grid testbeds and connected 128

them to physical IEDs using Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) 129
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technology. The testbed used consists of three IEDs con-130

nected to a microgrid running on a Real Time Digital Simu-131

lator (RTDS). One of these IEDs receives the measurement132

signals of voltages and currents from the RTDS via SV133

messages and uses GOOSE to communicate the status. The134

other two are partially IEC61850 compliant, which means135

that they are hardwired and receive analog signals from the136

RTDS via power amplifiers. Although the use of HIL is one137

of the most suitable strategies to approach Cyber-Physical138

Systems (CPS), it may sacrifice other complex structures with139

multiple physical IEDs.140

Few works considered more aspects of building an exten-141

sive testbed, such as [20]. The authors used a methodology142

in which some IEDs are connected to a HIL RTDS environ-143

ment. In their topology, each of these physical IEDs repre-144

sents 32 emulated circuit breakers. Considering the protection145

strategy, if a state change is approved, the relay issues the146

corresponding command (trip or close) to the breaker to oper-147

ate. This relay also responds to signals from the Supervisory148

Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) server that allowed149

authors to build a SCADA-training-based environment of150

the CPS security testbed. Their presented protection logic is151

executed in the RTDS instead of the physical IEDs, and this152

methodology allows the control center to control 64 relays153

through each zonal substation Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)154

instead of just two physical IEDs per RTU. The results of155

the discussed work showed that performing protection mech-156

anisms on a RTDS did not significantly change the expected157

behavior of an IED. This algorithm promotes scalability of158

the testbed at the CPS interface layer, by allowing only one159

physical relay to perform multiple IED operations. This idea160

was used to develop the emulated IED in the second and third161

scenarios presented.162

In [21], the authors invested in describing a man-in-the-163

middle cyber attack in a lab setup that includes a photovoltaic164

inverter. However, the inverter itself does not have IEC61850165

capabilities, the MMS protocol is added using Raspberry Pi166

(R-Pi) hardware that performs as a gateway to connect the167

SCADA to the PV simulator through the inverter’s inbuilt168

Modbus interface. Comprehensive details on the man-in-the-169

middle attack on MMS are presented, but the lab setup does170

not include other IEC61850 (GOOSE and SV) protocols.171

In order to contribute to this topic, our project focuses172

on the aspects not fully addressed in other related works173

discussed in this section, introduces an emulated IED in174

the second scenario, and compares the working accuracy175

of the physical IED in the first scenario with the emulated176

one. In addition, distributed renewable energy sources and177

loads are added to the network, and an attack situation is178

discussed in the last scenario. This work is unique in deploy-179

ing all three protocols in a scalable testbed (by introducing180

a generic E-IED) and analysing the communication delays181

related to each communication layer (substation, bay level,182

and process level) in an innovative way using real-time simu-183

lation with built-in IEC61850 capabilities without the use of184

co-simulations.185

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 186

In this work, the testbed grid is selected based on the power 187

system network presented previously in [4]. However, nomi- 188

nal values are modified for the test scenarios presented here. 189

The nominal voltage of the grid is 120 kV and the working 190

frequency 50Hz, there are three constant power loads present 191

in the base grid that consume 700 kW in total and two Diesel 192

Generators (DG) whose nominal parameters are presented in 193

table 1; the two DGs provide 600 kW of the total power while 194

the rest is delivered from the slack node in bus13. The general 195

design details related to the components used and the software 196

memory assigned to each subsystem in the grid modeling are 197

also given in [4]. 198

TABLE 1. Nominal values for both DGs.

In the following, three different scenarios are described to 199

expand the concept of the scalability of this testbed. Each 200

procedure focuses on another aspect of the designed testbed 201

and is built on top of the previous one. 202

A. FIRST SCENARIO 203

The first scenario is mainly concerned with incorporating 204

physical IEDs as the hardware under test using Hardware- 205

In-the-Loop (HIL) methodology whose logical decisions and 206

communication timing scenarios are examined. The IEDs 207

used in this experiment uses IEC61850 as their communi- 208

cation protocol. The communication scheme in this imple- 209

mentation consists of all three layers: the supervisory layer, 210

the substation, and the process bus communication layer 211

(shown in Fig.2). This architecture is similar to the sub- 212

station automation topology based on IEC61850 presented 213

in [22] and [23] . These physical IEDs communicate with 214

the HIL SCADA panel of the microgrid through the MMS 215

server (supervisory layer), while they use GOOSE messages 216

to communicate their status with each other (substation bus 217

layer), and acquire the sample value (SV) messages that 218

are generated, time-stamped and synchronized in Merging 219

Units (MUs) implemented inside the simulation. These MUs 220

receive current samples from measurement instruments and 221

then convert them to digital data packets. 222

The sketch of the test setup used for this scenario is shown 223

in Fig. 3. Initially, the circuit breakers (CBs) on line (3-4) are 224

in the closed position, and the circuit breaker on line (2-3) 225

is in the open position so that bus3 is powered by bus4. 226

The circuit breakers receive the trip command and status 227

from their corresponding IEDs via a hardwired cable from 228

the input terminals of the HIL device, and the IEDs receive 229

the measurement signals via the Ethernet port from the MUs 230

implemented in the microgrid. 231
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FIGURE 2. Communication layer illustration of the first scenario.

FIGURE 3. Implementation architecture of the first scenario setup.

In the event of a fault in line (3-4), only IED1, which232

corresponds to CB1, would detect the short-circuit current233

and respond to this short-circuit by issuing a trip command234

for instantaneous short-circuit protection. At the same time,235

CB2 is still in the closed position and Bus3 will be isolated236

from the grid alongside the faulty line, so there would be an237

unnecessary blackout (load3 is not supplied).238

To solve this problem, IEDs are preprogrammed to239

exchange protection and interlock GOOSE messages to iso-240

late only the faulty section of the network. When IED1 trips,241

sends a protection message to IED2 to trip too. IED3 receives242

FIGURE 4. Scenario 1: the instance of injection of a single-phase fault
and the decay time according to the MU connected to IED2.

FIGURE 5. Scenario 1: Current measurements at load3 before and after
the fault. Before the closure of CB3, the load current is interrupted for a
small period.

the interlock GOOSE message from IED2 confirming that 243

the status of CB2 is Off (it is in the open position), and CB3 244

closes to supply power to Bus3 through the redundant line; 245

this way, we can ensure a seamless power supply with the 246

shortest possible interruption time. 247

Current measurements acquired by the measurement unit 248

in conjunction with IED1 at the time of fault occurrence are 249

shown in Fig.4. 250

As shown, the fault was triggered at 0.712 22 s of the 251

captured time window and cleared at 0.7595 s, so there is a 252

time difference of 47.28ms from the onset of the fault to the 253

interruption. This delay until the fault is cleared corresponds 254

to the delay caused by the digital-to-analog converters, the 255

delay of the communication network protocol in packing and 256

unpacking the data, the processing time of the IED to detect 257

the fault, which can be set in the configuration of the IED in 258

terms of priority of each type of fault detection, and also the 259

delay of the real-time simulator in tripping the circuit breaker 260

after the trip command received via GOOSE. 261

Currents measured at load3 connected to bus3 are shown 262

in Fig.5. The fault occurred at 0.7123 s, CB1 opens, and 263

isolation of the faulty line is performed at 0.759 555 s by 264

opening CB2, and CB3 is turned on (with a close command 265

from IED3 via GOOSE) to power the load at 0.786 34 s. 266

Thus, the power supply to load2 is only interrupted for about 267

74.04ms in total. 268

In Fig.6, IED2 is taken as an example to illus- 269

trate the time delay between when the IED is tripping and 270

when the GOOSE message is issued to update the CB status 271

for the other IEDs. A difference of 12.7ms delay in issuing 272
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FIGURE 6. Scenario 1: the delay related to the CB status issued by IED2
via GOOSE message and the actual status directly measured of trip coil
voltage present in the IED2.

the GOOSEmessage is shown. The communication delay for273

the other IEDs can also be plotted but should be more or less274

the same.275

B. SECOND SCENARIO276

In the second scenario, instead of physical IEDs, an identical277

emulated IED running on a real-time device is developed278

and these two real-time simulators are synchronized using279

an optical fiber network. In this way, time signals aligned280

with the master HIL device can be available at the slave281

HIL device. This emulated IED allows the investigation of282

communication protocols, particularly IEC61850, even when283

no real IED device is at hand. Since the test bench is running284

in real-time, the challenges associated with cyber-physical285

systems are also present in this test setup, and the commu-286

nication delay between devices can be measured as in the287

previous scenario. The 404 Typhoon HIL device used in288

this scenario can run up to 12 emulated IEDs to implement289

complex network configurations.290

In real-world protection systems in the field (High volt-291

age), the logic unit is usually installed far from the circuit292

breakers in the grid since it should be placed where the293

operators can access the device to change the configuration if294

needed. Here, to implement the scenarios as close to reality,295

the protection relay (logical unit of the IED) works on another296

HIL device and communicates with the circuit breaker imple-297

mented inside the microgrid using the communication layer298

created between two HIL devices. Conventionally, in the299

communication architecture, GOOSE is used for horizontal300

communication between IEDs at bay level (interlock and pro-301

tection). To apply the same concept here, bay-level protection302

signals are communicated through GOOSE. The hardwired303

connection between two HILs, on the other hand, is only for304

the sake of interconnection. By wiring the MMS command305

directly to the CB, it is possible to capture pure MMS delay306

for this study.307

Here, a simple overload test scenario is presented to inves-308

tigate the test bench shown in Fig.7. As shown in the sketch309

of the setup, the microgrid used is the same as in the first310

scenario, but here an overload event occurs at load 2. As men-311

tioned above, the setup consists of two HIL devices, one of312

FIGURE 7. Implementation architecture of the second scenario setup.

which resembles the microgrid testbed, and the other is the 313

virtual IED. These two devices are connected via a router that 314

resembles the gateway and demonstrates communication over 315

the substation bus. 316

When the fault occurs, the emulated IED receives the 317

sampled values of the measured currents and voltages. The 318

emulated IED publishes a trip signal through the GOOSE 319

publisher by comparing the measured currents with the pro- 320

tection setpoints. The GOOSE subscriber receives this signal 321

inside the microgrid, and this means that one of the input 322

signals to the logical AND became zero. As a result, the 323

output of the logical AND is set to zero and the CB trips. The 324

CB implemented in the microgrid responds to both the MMS 325

pushed command from the monitoring unit and the GOOSE 326

message command received from the IED in the event of fault 327

detection. 328

The protection relay in the emulated IED analyzes the 329

readings sent from MU and sends a trip command when the 330

setpoints of a protection mechanism are violated. In this case, 331

the GOOSE publisher in the emulated IED publishes a trip 332

command over the Ethernet port. The GOOSE subscriber 333

that triggers the corresponding CB subscribes to the GOOSE 334

messages published by the relay. It triggers the CB when it 335

receives the trip command signal. Different applications may 336

require less frequent or more frequent status updates, which 337

can be set accordingly. In this implementation, the execution 338

time is set to 100µs. 339

For each implemented protection mechanism, there are 340

separate setpoints that can be set from the SCADA control 341

panel of the emulated IED. In particular, for the overload 342

protection (Ansi 49), which is the subject of this scenario, 343

there are three characteristic curves to choose from in the 344

SCADApanel (there are two other curves defined in theANSI 345
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FIGURE 8. Ansi49 overload I-t curves implemented in the relay logic.

FIGURE 9. Illustration of the communication layer of the second
scenario [22].

standard [24], which are mainly used for 60Hz systems;346

therefore, they are neglected in this simulation). As shown in347

the I − t curve (Fig.8), the relay logic unit calculates the time348

delay according to the selected curve for the given threshold349

current.350

As shown in Fig. 9, the communication layer created con-351

sists of the supervisory, substation, and process bus level. The352

MMS pushed trip command is issued from the supervisory353

communication layer, it is received by the emulated IED354

located in the substation bus communication layer, then IED355

sends this command signal to the circuit breaker located in356

the process bus communication layer. To mimic physical357

contact between the IED and the CB, the HIL output and input358

terminals (Hardwired communication) are used to connect359

the two devices and send the trip signal.360

As mentioned earlier, the CB also responds to the manual361

trigger command by monitoring the unit via the MMS server.362

The IED Explorer software installed on the SCADA device363

allows the supervisor to receive the quantities published364

by the MMS server implemented in the emulated IED. 365

It is also possible to change the status of the IED man- 366

ually in the configured direction of the MMS package 367

DRCC1.ST.Beh.stVal as shown in Fig.10. This setup 368

can be used to monitor control quantities such as active 369

power, reactive power, apparent power, current magnitude, 370

and angle. 371

Fig.11 shows the measured values sent by the IED via 372

the MMS server from the MU connected to the CB before 373

tripping. These data can be found in the DataSets directory 374

of the LLN0.MEASUREMETS file, as shown in the figure. 375

The update frequency of the measurement can be set using 376

the highlighted window at the top of the interface. This value 377

only indicates the MMS packet rate captured by the monitor- 378

ing unit and is independent of the execution rate set in the 379

MMS server setup in the emulated IED. 380

After the circuit breaker is tripped (using GOOSE 381

messages from the emulated IED or manually from the mon- 382

itoring unit via the MMS server), the corresponding mea- 383

surements received from the MMS server implemented in the 384

emulated IED are displayed in Fig. 12. 385

The same measurements are also collected from the sim- 386

ulated MU in the microgrid at the time of the MMS pushed 387

command to capture the communication delay time. The cir- 388

cuit breaker was tripped upon receiving the MMS trip signal. 389

Note that, as mentioned earlier, this signal was transmitted 390

over a hardwired cable from the emulated IED running on 391

the other device to the main microgrid to avoid further delays 392

associated with GOOSE. In the enlarged window in Fig.13, 393

you can see the MMS trigger command at time 0, represented 394

by arrow 1, arrow 2 shows the beginning of the closure of CB, 395

and 500 µs after sending the MMS command, the CB is fully 396

closed, represented by arrow 3. Arrow 4 marks the time when 397

the monitoring unit can observe the status change of CB at 398

900 µs after the MMS pushed command. 399

The time delay between the publication of the trip com- 400

mand through the MMS server in the supervisory com- 401

munication layer and the tripping instant of the circuit 402

breaker would indicate theMMS server communication delay 403

(500µs) in this experiment. When the time delay is cal- 404

culated by checking the timestamp of the writing of stVal 405

and comparing it with the time of the circuit breaker status 406

change recorded by the SCADA, the additional delay of 407

400 µs related to the status change of CB is also considered, 408

which shows that it is not accurate. In this experiment, the 409

calculated time delay using the described method is 1ms. 410

An unbalanced current spike and an overload event are 411

injected into load2 to capture the results by the emulated 412

IED protection functions. As expected, the GOOSE message 413

published by the IED was received by the GOOSE subscriber 414

without noticeable delays. The captured measurements for 415

these two experiments are shown in Fig.14 and Fig.15 respec- 416

tively. The time delay between the occurrence of the fault 417

and the time of fault clearing from the acquired results is 418

consistent with the expected time for fault clearing set by 419

the setpoints for the time dial and threshold for the protection 420
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FIGURE 10. Manually writing the IED status using the IED Explorer software that runs on the SCADA system via the MMS server.

FIGURE 11. Monitoring the measurements sent by the IED MMS server before the trip.

FIGURE 12. Monitoring the measurements sent by the IED MMS server after the trip.
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FIGURE 13. Scenario 2: time instance of the MMS pushed trip. Arrow 1:
MMS trigger command, arrow 2: CB starting to trip, arrow 3: CB fully
closed, arrow 4: CB status seen in the monitoring unit is changed.

FIGURE 14. Scenario 2: Time instance of the unbalanced current spike
and the clearance of unbalanced currents via GOOSE messaging. Arrow 1:
GOOSE message received, arrow 2: CB fully tripped, arrow 3: CB status
change initiates, arrow 4: CB status changed.

mechanisms under study (overload and unbalanced current).421

Therefore, changing the configuration of the setpoint on the422

SCADA control panel of the emulated IED would result in423

the desired time delay according to the protection strategy.424

C. THIRD SCENARIO425

As shown in the outline of the setup in Fig.16, the base micro-426

grid used is similar to one of the first scenarios with a different427

protection system and inclusion of a low voltage level Electric428

Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS) working at 400V. As in429

the previous scenario, two HIL devices are present; one of430

them acts as themicrogrid testbed, and the other is designed to431

perform as an IED. The communication architecture remains432

the same, but the emulated IED is connected to the circuit433

breaker of the EVCS. This way, the created private Local Area434

Network (LAN) is where the charging station is located.435

FIGURE 15. Scenario 2: time instant of the overload event and the
clearance via GOOSE messaging. Arrow 1: GOOSE message received,
arrow 2: CB fully tripped, arrow 3: CB status change in SCADA.

FIGURE 16. Outline of the third scenario including the communication
layer.

As in the previous scenario, the protection relay inside the 436

emulated IED analyzes the measurements of currents and 437

voltages, and in case of violation, sends a trip signal via 438

GOOSE. The monitoring unit also has access to change the 439

status of the circuit breaker in case of emergency, and this can 440

be done as described in the previous scenario. 441

The monitoring unit and the created LAN communicate 442

through MMS messages. These MMS messages are not 443

encrypted because they are not widely spread and can only 444
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FIGURE 17. Data structure of the MMS packets communicated by the
emulated IED.

be manipulated by physical access to the network. In general,445

to have physical access, the attacker would have to be able446

to reach the engineering site, since the IEC61850 protocol447

is adopted by IEDs working at higher voltage levels. But in448

the event that this protocol is used for the EVCS, physical449

access can be granted to the individuals responsible for these450

charging stations and fewer safety protocols are adopted. In451

these types of situations the attacker may have the possibil-452

ity to access the network easily through social engineering453

methods [25], [26].454

This scenario is focused on demonstrating how cyber-455

attacks can be performed on this testbed. The first step is456

to understand the data structure of the communicated MMS457

messages. The information model of the E-IED is defined458

using the library provided by the real-time simulating device,459

and, for the physical IED, it is defined using the opera-460

tion software provided by the manufacturer of the IED. The461

client model is implemented in an external PC connected to462

the same physical network and running IED-Explorer soft-463

ware [27]. Fig.17 shows the different layers of a MMS packet464

issued by the emulated IED. As shown, there are four Logical465

Nodes (LN). The measured data such as the values of powers,466

frequency, voltages, and currents are stored in the MMXU1467

logical node, which has the same sub-layers as shown for the468

DRCC1 logical node.469

As shown in Fig.16 a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack is470

performed by accessing the charging station communication471

network. MMS packets are captured for 1t amount of time,472

and the monitoring values under the MMXU1 logical node473

can be read. Then the spoofed data is created by modifying474

only the status of the CB stored in the Data Attribute (DA)475

for all the packets captured in time 1t , and then this series476

of false data (1t amount of false data) is sent to manipulate477

the data written by the IED in the logical node DRCC1 over478

and over again. In this way, the status of the CB is changed479

so that all the measured values by the MU are zero. However,480

the data that is read from the MMXU1 logical node by the481

monitoring unit still displays healthy measurements.482

FIGURE 18. Scenario 3: time instant of the injected trip signal by the
attacker and isolating the EVCS from the network.

The man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack is aimed at the 483

application layer (layer 7). In the MITM attack, the goal of 484

the attacker is to insert himself, unnoticed, between two or 485

more communicating parties. The victims are not aware of 486

the presence of a third party and believe they are directly 487

in contact with each other since the attacker acts as a com- 488

munication channel and relays the messages between the 489

victims [21], [28]. In this way, the attacker has the possibility 490

of hijacking the exchanged information and, possibly, making 491

independent changes in the information exchanged by the 492

victims. 493

The algorithm below illustrates the script written to per- 494

form this attack on the network in pseudo-code. 495

Algorithm 1 Injection of Spoofed MMS Measurements
START
Captured_Messages = capture_MMXU1_messages(t)
Spoofed_Messages = []
for MMXU1_message in Captured_Messages:

Spoofed_Messages.add(modify_stVal(MMXU1_message))
for(i=0, i<=1000, i++):

send_to_DRCC1(Captured_Messages)
END

Fig.18 displays the time instant of the attack cap- 496

tured directly from the MU implemented in the microgrid. 497

As shown, after running the written algorithm, the trip com- 498

mand is sent to the CB and the EVCS is isolated from the 499

grid. However, the monitoring unit receives the manipulated 500

data that show that EVCS is still connected to the grid and is 501

performing in a healthy state. 502

IV. CONCLUSION 503

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are widely used as mod- 504

ern infrastructure to achieve faster and more reliable power 505

grids. The IEC61850 communication protocol is one of many 506

steps toward automated protection mechanisms that lead to 507

smarter and more sophisticated grids. However, there are still 508
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challenges that need to be addressed, especially concerning509

the cyber vulnerabilities of this protocol.510

The proposed test environment and the discussed scenar-511

ios contribute to analyzing the delay of the communication,512

the accuracy of the transmitted data, and the cybersecurity513

vulnerabilities of a generic IED equipped with GOOSE mes-514

sages, SV messages, and the MMS server protocol of the515

IEC61850 standard. The experiments executed here used both516

physical IEDs and a designed Emulated IED. The design517

detail related to the protection mechanisms of this emulated518

IED is discussed to facilitate building complex-coordination519

protection networks.520

The objective of creating a testbed to study scenarios521

for implementing protection logic in a power system was522

achieved. Three different scenarios were evaluated. The first523

scenario shows how the IEDs are coordinated to isolate the524

fault in a redundant microgrid using IEC61850. The simula-525

tion also captured the time delays of GOOSE messages sent526

and received by physical IEDs.527

The second scenario proved the functionality and robust-528

ness of the designed emulated IED. In particular, an overload529

and an unbalanced current event are injected into the grid530

to analyze the behavior of the protection mechanisms of the531

designed emulated IED. The communication data recorded532

from the network created between two HIL devices show533

that the emulated IED design is compatible with the physical534

IEDs. However, the delay in message transmission (GOOSE)535

with respect to the physical IEDs recorded in the first scenario536

should be added here when approaching more time-critical537

scenarios. Using emulated IEDs, sending GOOSE messages538

between two HIL devices occurs without any visible delay.539

In addition, MMS servers have enabled the higher-level com-540

munication layer of the architecture. The readings collected541

via MMS in the monitoring unit have been shown to match542

the measurements captured by MU in the microgrid. Some543

experiments were performed with MMS servers to simu-544

late pushed trip commands sent from the monitoring unit to545

the circuit breaker. The data exchange in the created local546

network was recorded with Wireshark software for further547

analysis.548

The third scenario involves a man-in-the-middle cyber549

attack on the circuit breaker that connects the electric vehicle550

charging station (EVCS) to the power grid. The pseudo-code551

representation of the attack script is presented for a better552

understanding of the attack scenario. The success of the553

attack scenario proved the vulnerability of MMSmessages in554

case of physical access to the communication network. The555

attack carried out here effectively disconnected the EVCS556

from the power grid without the possibility of detecting the557

disconnection by the monitoring unit.558

The testbed setup created in this study represents a robust559

model of a real-time smart grid in which the controlling560

devices communicate with the grid via IEC61850 through the561

created local network. Further studies can use this platform562

to investigate different cyber-attack scenarios and propose563

effective countermeasures.564
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